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INCREASE YOUR SPIRITUAL CONNECTIONS IN 2024

Follow Astara on our social media platforms and website to keep up-to-date with our free classes, 
study groups, guided meditations and happenings.

SOAR THROUGH LIFESOAR THROUGH LIFE

“These {4th Degree Lesson} pages read like 
a shining fairytale-not because they speak of 
vaporous imaginings, because they deal with 
magical miracles.  They describe the transformation 
of these dense forms we call our bodies into 
shining forms of beauty…”  

What a wonderful way to describe Life after Death!   
The 4th Degree, Tomorrow World and the Ultimate 
Goal of Godhood is where Earlyne tells Astarians 
that we no longer “study” the Degree Lessons 
but we “soar in understanding” by absorbing a 
whole new immensity of Being. The 4th Degree 
is an accumulation of initiate experience and 
inner wisdom of the afterlife shared through 
the channeled information of Zoser. It’s subject 
matter, Life after Death is an inspirational metamorphosis of the mystical and magical  We hope you keep 
reading and soaring through to this rare Book that describes the great beyond as a place  “of love so 
inconceivably beautiful Earth knows no way to comprehend.”  We hope it helps you in your present life 
and that it brings an inner peace that comes with a deeper knowing.                                www.astara.org

APRIL BLESSINGAPRIL BLESSING
May the Light of the Infinite Being enfold you in Its protective aura. May your Inner Self rise 
upon Its rays to new heights of understanding and accom plishment ... to that high place of 

infinite realization where you and the Mother/Father God are one.

AFFIRMING MEDITATIONAFFIRMING MEDITATION
Let the finite horizon of life which I now view become resplendent with the new vision
of life eternal which lies before me. Let the song celestial become my personal hymn. 

Elevating Spiritual Consciousness
LIGHTASTARA

YOUR MONTHLY BLESSING

APRIL
SPOTLIGHT

SHOP NOW

CLEAR CRYSTAL 
EXTRACTOR SMALL

Crystal extractors are diamond 
shaped for maximum healing 
results. Placed on energy centers 
or the chakras of the corresponding 
organs they cleanse and aid in the 
healing process.

THE VOICE OF ASTARA SPRING 2024

Since August of 1952, The Voice of ASTARA has been the life-
force of Astara; informing and teaching a diversity of ideas and 
techniques to elevate the consciousness of Astarians while guiding 
them on their path of spiritual awakening and evolution. 

LARIMAR CABOCHON PENDANT, 
SMALL - ROUND AND OVAL

Larimar Cabochon Pendant, Small - 
comes in various shapes. Larimar is 
said to enlighten and heal in a physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual way. 

SPIRAL PERIDOT PENDANT

Peridot is a crystal of positive 
power, a talisman for 
recognizing and honoring the 
Creator’s frequency of Love, 
the source of all abundance.

LIGHT STYLE

SHOP NOW

ASTARA MEMBERSHIP

A lifetime opportunity to 
be a part of something 

bigger. Receive: * 
Exclusive access to store 
with discounts up to 15% 

off most items. * Email 
offers and Newsletter 
“The Voice of Astara” 

and Astara Light digitally 
mailed (upon request 

postal) delivered to you. 

READ NOW

SHOP NOW

EVENTS

ACCELERATORS
SPIRITUAL

www.astara.org/shop

www.astara.org/events

ASTARA’S BOOK OF LIFE 
4TH DEGREE

View the relationship 
between earth life and 
afterlife. Learn the nuances 
of energy, co-creation,and 
if there are limits to the 
power of thought in the 
other plane of life.

SHOP NOW

SHOP NOW

FIRE INITIATION
MAY 25  

Experience the tradition 
of Astara’s 60 year old 
tradition of Fire Initiation.
Ceremony of transference 
of spiritual energy 
conducted by Greg Toews.  

WESAK 2024
APRIL 23, 4:00 PM PST 

Celebrate Buddhas birth and 
enlightenment in a world 
wide meditation for Peace 
and universal compassion.


